
CLINICAL CASE STUDIES FOR NURSE PRACTITIONERS

Clinical Case Studies for the Family Nurse Practitioner is a key resource for advanced practice nurses and graduate
students seeking to test.

As a summative assessment of the process, all students individually submitted two additional patient panel
case studies. Students then worked in different faculty facilitated small groups on the remaining portions of
the same case study family and social history, differential diagnoses, and patient plan during our adult clinical
theory course live sessions. Table of Contents. In addition to demonstrating the ability to collect patient data
and formulate a plan of care, students verbalized having a better understanding of the multiple aspects of a
patient that shape decision-making and lifestyle choices Benner et al. It is a useful reference for students and
new practitioners to help them organize patient care and presentations, as well as their critical thinking skills.
Neal-Boylan has extensive experience in academia as well as family practice, chronic care, and internal
medicine. Building on the success of this teaching strategy, faculty continue to develop learning activities
using this patient panel in other courses, adding to the patients' history and complexity, with the patients
presenting to clinic with new issues. This includes differential diagnosis and a series of critical thinking
questions ideal for self-assessment or classroom use. Through these case studies, students articulated having a
better understanding of the scope of their role as advanced practice nurses. The cases are clear, to the point,
and varied to provide examples that one would encounter in a typical practice. Reviews "This book provides
useful and pragmatic case studies that are not overwhelmed by extraneous information frequently found in
books like this. She has edited or co-edited four books including one which won the American Journal of
Nursing Award in the medical-surgical division in  Additionally Dr. Our objective was to foster the continued
development of clinical reasoning abilities needed to address the complex challenges involved in the delivery
of evidence-based, holistic health care. We developed 28 case studies using patients of differing ages;
ethnicities; social, family, and economic backgrounds; and medical problems ranging in complexity from
simple and acute to complex, chronic conditions. Full Text Advanced practice nursing APN students need
opportunities to develop the clinical reasoning and analytical skills necessary to navigate the increasingly
complex and dynamic health care system. Case-based learning exercises allow faculty to introduce realistic
patient practice scenarios, while teaching students the analytical skills needed to successfully evaluate and
treat patients Hooper,  Implementation These unfolding case studies were introduced during the first semester
of the program in health assessment and continued in the adult clinical theory course. Students noticed that
patient needs often went deeper than prescribing medications or ordering diagnostic tests. Neal-Boylan has
published over 90 articles in peer-reviewed journals. Strategy For our newly launched graduate online family
nurse practitioner program summer , we developed an evolving patient panel of case studies. In addition to
medications, diagnostic and imaging tests, and treatment, the essential elements of the patient plan also
emphasized health promotion, social determinants of health, and national screening guidelines.


